Background: Cryo-electron microscopy is an excellent method for the structural analysis of biological materials. Advantage of its use over conventional electron microscopy techniques is the preservation of the sample in a near-native, hydrated state. To achieve the analysis with greatly improved structural details, optimization of various parameters involved in sample vitrification is required. Most considerable parameter is the thickness of ice: thick and thin layers are ideally in favor for larger and smaller target objects.
Findings
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful and versatile technique that enables direct visualization of biological samples of sizes ranging from whole cell to near-atomic resolution details of a single protein molecule (Frank 2006) . For structural analysis of protein macromolecular assemblies (e.g. virus particles) and proteins that harbor multiple conformations (e.g. ribosome), TEM has evolved into a popular tool despite lower achievable resolving power than X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Major advantages of TEM over other structure determination techniques include minimization of artifacts derived from harsh crystallization conditions, direct visualization of proteins in near-physiological environment, and relatively larger molecular mass limit for the analysis (van Heel et al. 2000) . In addition, relatively small amount of protein sample is required for the TEM analysis, and therefore overcomes limited availability of target macromolecules.
Among many specialized TEM techniques, cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) allows for direct imaging and structural analysis of fully hydrated biological specimen in near-physiological environment (Frank 2006) . The technique involves preservation of the sample in vitrified aqueous solution (Adrian et al. 1984; Cavalier et al. 2008 ) and therefore prevents artifacts that can be derived from chemical fixation, staining and dehydration (Frank 2006; van Heel et al. 2000) . Moreover, in comparison to stain-embedded samples of which the resolution is limited to the size of heavy metal salts, cryo-EM can achieve structure determination of macromolecular assemblies at near-atomic resolution because the image formation directly results from electron scattering of biological specimen (Gonen et al. 2005) . Inherently low contrast of cryo-EM images can be compensated by using image processing tools which greatly improve signal-to -noise ratio though image alignment and averaging (Frank et al. 1996; van Heel et al. 1996; Grigorieff 2007) . Despite these advantages, cryo-EM is often technically demanding. One of the difficulties comes from preparation of vitrified specimen that is suitable for efficient data collection and high-resolution image processing. An ideal specimen (a) should be free of contaminants such as ethane and ice crystals, (b) should have maximum number of particles within a field of view, yet the particles are sufficiently spaced, and (c) has a vitrified solution that is thick enough to contain the protein particles but thin enough to prevent excessive beam interference that reduces image contrast (Orlova & Saibil 2011) . Therefore, for a given macromolecular sample, both concentration and ice thickness need be optimized by an experienced researcher through trialand-error.
Because specimen preparation for biological cryo-EM is critical for achieving high-resolution structure determination, understanding relationship between the practical use of instrumentation and the materials is important. In order to entrap biological specimen in vitreous ice that is free of supporting material, EM grid coated with a thin carbon film with perforated holes, namely "holey carbon grid", is used. Uniformity of sample adsorption and even ice thickness across the EM grid requires the surface of carbon film to be rendered hydrophilic, which is usually achieved by glow discharging in vacuum (Aebi & Pollard 1987) . After loading aqueous sample onto a holey carbon grid, excess solution is blotted and the grid is plunged into cryogen that is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. This step is crucial for reproducible and consistent outcome of the experiment, which is aided by using automated vitrification devices (Iancu et al. 2006; Grassucci et al. 2008 ). In addition, such devices can reduce ice crystal contamination since manual handling of the sample is minimized. In combination with user-defined virification conditions, a principal step to find the optimal thickness of vitreous ice is the choice of a particular type of support film.
In this study, using cryo-EM and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), we measure one of critical but basic parameter for successful application of cryo-EM, which is the thickness of vitreous ice from various types of holey carbon grids that are commercially available. The results suggest that larger and smaller biological objects are ideally suitable for the use of Quantifoil and C-flat grids (Lacey grids), respectively, and the thickness of ice in each type of grid is dependent on the thickness of carbon support film.
Materials and methods

Specimen preparation
Three types of widely used holey carbon grids were subjected to the experiments; (a) Quantifoil grid (Cu 300 mesh, R2/2, SPI Supplies, U.S), (b) Lacey carbon grid (Agar Scientific, U.K.) and (c) C-flat (Cu 200 mesh, CF-1.2/1.3, Protochips Inc., U.S.). The grids were rendered hydrophilic using plasma cleaner (PDC-32G-2, Harrick Plasma, U.S), followed by application of 5μl of distilled water. The sample grid was semi-automatically vitrified using Vitrobot Mark I (FEI, U.S), at 100% relative humidity and 4°C. Blot time of 3.5 seconds and blot offset of −0.5 mm were consistently applied to all viritirification processes. The entire procedure is described in (Grassucci et al. 2008 ).
Cryo-electron microscopy
Vitrified samples were maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature during sample transfer and image acquisition using a cryo transfer holder (cryo holder-626, Gatan, U.S). The sample temperature throughout the experiment was carefully monitored using SmartSet Controller (Gatan, U.S), where the temperature was typically kept at approximately −177°C within the electron microscope. Tecnai G 2 Sprit Twin equipped with lanthanum hexaboride (Lab 6 ) gun operating at 120kV was used to acquire images. Micrographs were recorded using Ultracan™ 4000 CCD detector (Gatan, U.S), under low dose imaging mode, with typical electron does of 10-20 e/Å 2 .
Electron energy loss spectroscopy
Ice thickness was estimated using log-ratio method (Malis et al. 1998) , which is based on following relationship:
where t is the specimen thickness, λ ρ is the effective mean free path length for inelastic scattering, and I 0 and I t are zero-loss peak in electron energy loss spectrum and the whole spectrum, respectively. Electron energy loss spectrum was obtained using Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) system (T12, Gatan, U.S), and the objective aperture that corresponds to the collection angle of 1.639 mrad was used for data collection. Integrated ratio between I t and I 0 was used for estimation of inelastic mean free path, from which the specimen thickness was calculated using Digital Micrograph 3.0 software (Gatan, U.S). Typically, EELS was performed at nominal magnifications of ×28,000 and ×68,000, suitable for obtaining the spectrum of the entire hole and the center of vitreous ice, respectively.
Results and discussion
In order to correlate the thickness of supporting carbon film and that of the resulting vitreous ice, thickness of carbon film with no vitreous ice was measured using EELS. Average (represented by standard deviation) of 20 independent measurements from different areas of each grid type was used for evaluation (Figures 1 and 2 ). It was found that Quantifoil grid had the thickest carbon (49.11 ± 8.50 nm; mean ± S.D.) whereas C-flat grid had the thinnest (17.32 ± 0.82 nm). Reported carbon film thickness of C-flat grid (10-20 nm) agreed well with reported experimental data (Quispe et al. 2007 ). Lacey carbon grid had carbon film with an intermediate thickness (28.36 ± 2.95 nm). Variation of film thickness from different areas was minimal for C-flat grid (S.D. 0.82 nm), suggesting the most uniform carbon film amongst the three types of grids tested. Distilled water with no solute was subjected to the analysis since adsorption of extra materials onto the grids may introduce further variability to the outcome. Thickness of vitreous ice was measured from each type of grid that was prepared under the same vitrification condition (Figure 2 ). Each measurement was obtained from the entire hole without surrounding carbon film ( Figure 2B ). Average of 20 independent measurements was used for evaluation ( Figure 2D ). Ice thickness ranged from the largest to the smallest in the order of Quantifoil grid (127.65 ± 12.42 nm), lacey carbon grid (99.05 ± 6.98 nm) and C-flat grid (92.35 ± 6.37 nm). In addition, ice thickness variation observed for Quantifoil grid (S.D. 12.42 nm) was almost two fold higher than that of lacey carbon grid (S.D. 6.98 nm) and C-flat grid (S.D. 6.73 nm), suggesting the variation of carbon film thickness is directly reflected on the uniformity of resulting vitreous ice.
Variation of vitreous ice thickness across the hole was often apparent from electron micrographs, forming a smooth density gradient from the center toward the edge of the hole. Such thickness variation, so called 'lens effect' , is well known for vitrified specimen, and may contribute to uneven particle distribution that can hamper efficient data collection. In order to characterize the lens effect for each grid type, micrographs were visually examined. All the grid types showed typical lens effect with varying extent although lacey carbon grid did not show distinctive, circular lens effect due to irregular size and shape of the holes (Figure 1) .
For a more quantitative analysis, ice thickness of the center of a hole, which had the minimal electron density variation, was estimated ( Figure 2C ). In consistent to bare carbon thickness and ice thickness of the entire hole, the thickness of the center of a hole varied from thickest to the thinnest in the order of Quantifoil grid (114.81 ± 11.42 nm), lacey carbon grid (93.79 ± 12.89 nm) and C-flat grid (74.34 ± 7.29 nm). However, the extent of lens effect, as characterized by the difference between the ice thickness between the entire hole and the center, was most pronounced for C-flat grid (18.01 nm), followed by Quantifoil grid (12.84 nm) and lacey carbon grid (5.26 nm).
In this study we have used a simple method for estimating the thickness of vitreous ice using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and the log-ratio method. Thicknesses of supporting carbon film and embedded vitreous ice for three types of widely used holey carbon grids were efficiently measured. It was found that thickness of resulting vitreous ice was different in each type grid, possibly dependent of the thickness and of supporting carbon film. In addition, the extent of continuous variation of the ice thickness within the hole was characterized by estimating difference between the ice thickness of the entire hole and the central region.
Thickness of carbon support film and vitreous ice varied from thickest to thinnest in the order of Quantifoil grid, lacey carbon grid and C-flat grid. Substantial discrepancy between measured thickness of holy carbon grids from this study and that of manufacturer's description is possibly due to residual plastic layer underneath carbon film (Ermantraut et al. 1998) , which may have hampered correct EELS measurement. Quantitative analysis showed that the lens effect was most pronounced for C-flat grid, followed by Quantifoil grid and lacey carbon grid. However, lacey carbon grid lacks symmetrically circular hole, and hence the thickness of the entire hole is unlikely to be estimated by using symmetric beam illumination.
Literatures suggest thinnest possible ice thickness that does not alter the integrity of the protein structure is optimal for cryo-EM (Orlova & Saibil 2011) . With this respect, control of ice thickness for a given sample is extremely important. For extreme cases, ice thickness of 700-800 nm is required as exemplified by cryo-EM study of giant Mimivirus (Xiao et al. 2005; Xiao et al. 2009 ), whereas the thinnest achievable ice thickness is necessary for 7 nm DNA tetrahedron (Kato et al. 2009 ). Therefore characterization of vitreous ice thickness shown in this study would be beneficial, along with other vitrification parameters, for obtaining optimal cryo-EM data.
